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HAFFENDI
ANUAR
Class Of 2004,
Malaysian Artist

H

affendi Anuar has a lot of fond memories
of ISKL’s Ampang Campus and he doesn’t
hesitate when pointing out where he felt most
inspired and comfortable.
“My favorite spot at ISKL was definitely the
High School art studio. That’s where I felt most
at home and where I spent most of my school
hours, I also enjoyed eating my lunch with
friends on the tables in front of the Pac Shack
and next to the pool. I remember the water in
the pool as being very zen-like and creating
a calming mood for the area.”
- Haffendi Anuar, Artist.
Haffendi, who received his IB Diploma
in Art in 2004, went on to receive a
BA (Hons) Fine Arts at Central
Saint Martins College of Art and
Design in London. Now that
Haffendi is an established
artist working and living in
Kuala Lumpur, he’s traded
in schools for studios.
He currently works out
of two spaces - one in
his living room at home
and another in a first
floor shop that’s about a
10-minute bike ride from his
house.
“I’m a traditional, studio-based artist
and going to the studio daily and
working is almost like a ritual for
me,” said Mr. Anuar.
“My main working space in the
shop is pretty big, which allows
me to manoeuvre larger works
and is equipped with all the
required power tools.
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conceptualizing the sculptures
to construction was very quick once the designs were confirmed,
the fabrication was done in an
amazing workshop in North
London.”
Haffendi’s creation was recently
unveiled with much media fanfare
in the final week of September,
which has now freed him up for
his next project - the new ISKL
Ampang Hilir Campus.
“For the new ISKL campus, I will be
helping students in the Elementary,
Middle and High Schools create
a collaborative artwork that will
adorn specific entrances and
locations in the impressive new
space. It’s very exciting and it
means a lot to be a part of the next
chapter of ISKL.”
- Haffendi Anuar, Artist
The work, which will be produced
in a variety of media, will be
created by ISKL students and
grouped into different clusters
based on specific themes, visuals,
and color schemes.

There is also a nice flow of natural Living, 2017) at Battersea Power
light from the front side and a back Station in London, which was his
door, which I use when spraying.” first ever outdoor sculpture.
After working hard for many
years to establish a sustainable
practice while continuing to
produce interesting and honest
art, Haffendi’s career has
taken off. Some of his biggest
achievements include having his
work acquired by a well-known
European collector, having a large
installation (Elephant Utopia,
2015) purchased by a museum
in Singapore and his recent
sculptures (Machines for Modern

“Each piece will act as a thread
that will connect all the different
areas of the school while
attempting to soften the new
building through a human touch
using creativity and claiming the
new spaces,” added Mr. Anuar.

Along with this collaborative work,
Haffendi will be producing a wallmounted geometric panel-work to
“When I was approached to submit be displayed on the school’s main
a proposal for the power station
reception area wall.
commission, I was ecstatic and
excited because I remembered
“It’s an honor to be involved in
looking in awe at the iconic
setting the mood, tone, and sense
building during my cycling trips
of community at the new campus.
with friends as a student,”
As a proud alumnus, I don’t think
said Mr. Anuar.
you could ask for anything else,”
says Mr. Anuar.
“It’s an imposing and magnificent
structure, almost otherworldly,
which was a great challenge
for my work. The process from
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Scan the QR code to learn about an
Exceptional ISKL Education
Mission
The International School of Kuala Lumpur provides an exceptional
education that challenges each student to develop the attitudes, skills,
knowledge and understanding to become a highly successful, spirited,
socially responsible global citizen.
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